The Reach Way
End cross-border chaos and let commerce commence — anywhere.
The Reach Way is the only solution that combines Local Acquiring
with Merchant of Record with easy implementation.

WITHREACH.COM

Global shoppers want your
products and digital services,
but can they buy them?
The increasing popularity of global ecommerce
is creating a major opportunity for brands to
grow their customer base. However, selling
to the world can be more complicated than it
seems. Global customers can encounter issues
like extra fees, unfamiliar currencies, surprise
payment declines, and the inability to pay with
the option they prefer.

What are the issues with
processing cross-border?
Processing payments cross-border can be a
great way to start selling globally. But when
comparing processing local vs. cross-border,
cross-border leads to higher cost, lower
approval rates, and a poor customer experience.
So why are the majority of businesses still
processing cross-border? The answer is
the complex legal, government and banking
regulations a business must go through to
enable local acquiring requires high upfront cost
and ongoing overhead.

Why is global ecommerce so
difficult?

Aren’t all cross-border solutions
the same?

To effectively sell in other countries, brands
need to have a solid understanding of local
regulations and practices. Additionally, global
customers are now bringing their domestic
ecommerce demands to cross-border sales.
In the past, the only effective way to provide
a true local experience was for a business to
set up local operations in each market they sell
to — a major challenge and expense for most
businesses.

Most cross-border solutions require complex
integrations with a suboptimal brand experience
— one where sellers lose direct control of their
brand. It is also very expensive — typical of
most fully outsourced solutions.

The Reach Way is the only
solution that combines
Local Acquiring +
Merchant of Record+
easy implementation
to increase conversions,
lower fees, and reduce
complexity.

Reach leverages its presence globally to
offer the most seamless connection to over
135 geographies across the world. With
Local Acquiring combined with a Merchant
of Record model, both merchants and
consumers win. Merchants can unlock the
advantage of Local Acquiring by offloading
all the cost and complexity of expanding
globally to Reach. Consumers enjoy a
frictionless experience with the ability to pay
in their local currency and preferred payment
method.

The Reach Way
at-a-glance
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Local Acquiring

Simple, Modular Integration

Merchant of Record

Better Consumer Experience

Payment processing without the need for a
corporate entity or bank account in the foreign
country - including guaranteed FX rates and
no foreign transaction fees for customers.

Reach’s expert local knowledge assures that
all in-country regulations are compliant and
mitigates worldwide fraud

Control your UI, brand, and analytics with our
elegant, lightweight, and customizable API
integration.

Easier online shopping with over 100+
convenient payment methods that puts
consumers at ease.

Are you ready to increase conversion, reduce cost,
get rid of complexity, and eliminate risk?
Reach delivers the simplest, cost-effective option to conduct international
ecommerce, opening up a world of opportunities for your business. We offer a a
straightforward API integration that gives retailers the power to quickly expand into
new markets and grow their customer base with minimal resource allocation. Local
acquiring is key to growing an online brand globally—and only Reach includes, at
no charge, access to in country entity set up as part of The Reach Way – a solution
geared to profitably growing cross-border businesses.

